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Scripture Text: Genesis 28:18-22, Mark 12:41-44 

I. A Theological Foundation for a Generous Life 

A. Created to Be Generous; Tempted to Hoard 

1. God created us with the willingness to give. 

a) Inside us is a desire to give to God and to others. 

b) We are each wired to express generosity in our lives. 

2. This design is part of our makeup. 

a) It is a divinely inspired component of our human nature. 

b) We actually have the need to be generous. 

3. Yet, at the same time, there are deep-seated voices within us. 

a) Voices that “war” against our God-given impulse toward 

generosity. 

b) Voices that tempt us to keep or hoard what we have. 

B. The Voice of Fear 

1. This voice manifests itself as an unwarranted feeling that some-

thing bad might happen to us. 

2. This feeling, along with a misplaced idea about the true source of 

our security, 

a) Ultimately keeps us from being generous. 

b) And eventually leads us to hoard what we have. 
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3. The truth is that hoarding offers us no real security in this world. 

C. The Voice of Self-gratification 

1. This voice echoes what our culture tells us. 

a) Our lives consist in the abundance of things. 

b) Chase after the pleasurable experiences of life. 

2. So we find ourselves thinking these thoughts: 

a) If I give, there won’t be enough left for me. 

b) I deserve to splurge for my own happiness. 

D. Defeating the Voices 

1. We do this when we give our lives over to Christ. 

a) When we invite Jesus to be Lord of all we have, 

b) And allow the Holy Spirit to change us from the inside out. 

2. Doing this, we find that our fears begin to disappear. 

a) Our aim in life shifts from seeking personal pleasure, 

b) To pleasing God and caring for others. 

3. Although we still may wrestle with the voices from time to time, 

a) We are able to silence them more readily, 

b) And manage them more easily, the more we grow in Christ. 

4. And the more we grow in Christ, 

a) And realize that our lives belong to him, 

b) The more generous we become. 
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5. Generosity is a fruit of spiritual growth.  

E. Biblical Reasons to Give to God and Others 

1. We find more joy in doing things for other people and for God 

than we ever do in doing things for ourselves. (Acts 20:35) 

2. In the very act of losing our lives, we find life. (Matthew 16:25) 

3. Life is a gift, and everything belongs to God. (Psalm 24:1) 

F. Biblical Guidelines for Giving 

1. From the early days of the Old Testament, 

a) God’s people observed the practice of giving some portion 

of the best of what they had to God. 

b) A gift offered to God was called the first fruits or the tithe. 

c) It equaled one-tenth of one’s flocks or crops or income. 

2. Old Testament examples of giving a tithe or a tenth include: 

a) Genesis 14:20b: “And Abram gave him one-tenth of 

everything.” 

b) Genesis 28:20-22: “Then Jacob made a vow, saying . . . 

‘And of all that you give me I will surely give one-tenth to you.’” 

c) Leviticus 27:30 & 32: “All tithes from the land, whether 

the seed form the ground or the fruit from the tree, are the Lord’s; they are holy to the 

Lord. . . . All tithes of herd and flock, every tenth one that passes under the shepherd’s 

staff, shall be holy to the Lord.” 

G. Giving a Tithe 

1. As Christians who live under the new covenant, 
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a) We are not bound by the Law of Moses. 

b) We simply look to it as a helpful guide. 

2. Yet most Christians agree that tithing is important. 

a) The tithe is a good spiritual principle for our lives. 

b) More importantly, the tithe is pleasing to God. 

(Suggestion: Use the video clip “Tithing and the Ten Apples.”) 

3. Though tithing can be a struggle, it is possible at virtually every 

income level. 

a) It’s a matter of honoring God by giving a tenth of our first 

fruits, not our leftovers. 

b) Then learning to live off the remaining 90% joyfully. 

4. If you discover that you cannot tithe right away, 

a) It’s important that you at least take a step in that direction. 

b) Perhaps you can give 2% or 5% or 7%. 

5. God understands where you are financially. 

a) God will help you make the necessary adjustments . . . 

b) To become more and more generous in your giving. 

H. Giving Beyond the Tithe 

1. Keep in mind that tithing is a floor, not a ceiling. 

2. God calls us to grow beyond the tithe. 

3. We should strive to set aside an additional percentage of our income 
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a) As offerings for other things that are important to us 

b) Such as mission projects, schools, churches, and other non-

profit organizations. 

II. What Our Giving Means to God 

A. How Does Our Giving Affect God? 

1. From the earliest biblical times, 

a) The primary way people worshipped God was by building 

an altar. 

b) And offering the first fruits of one’s labors upon it to God. 

2. They would burn the sacrifice of an animal or grain 

a) As a way of expressing their gratitude and devotion to God. 

b) And as a way of showing their desire to honor God. 

3. The scent of the offering was said to be pleasing to God. 

a) It wasn’t that God loved the smell of burnt meat and grain. 

b) Rather, God saw that people were giving a gift that ex-

pressed love, faith and the desire to please and honor God. 

c) And this moved God’s heart. 

4. When given in this spirit, our offerings bless the Lord. 

B. What is God’s Response to Our Giving? 

1. Luke 6:38 – “Give, and it will be given to you. A good measure, 

pressed down, shaken together, running over, will be put into your lap; for the meas-

ure you give will be the measure you get back.” 
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2. Matthew 25:29 – “For to all those who have, more will be given, 

and they will have an abundance; but from those who have nothing, even what they 

have will be taken away.” 

III. How Our Generosity Affects Us 

A. Through It Our Hearts Are Changed 

1. When we are generous to God 

a) And to our families, friends, neighbors, and those in need, 

b) Our hearts quite literally are filled with joy. 

2. They are enlarged by the very act of our giving. 

3. When we give generously, we become more generous. 

B. In It We Find the Blessings of God (Malachi 3:10) 

1. Many Christians have it wrong. 

a) They say if you give, then God will give more back to you. 

b) That is not how it works, however. 

c) We do not give to God so we can get something in return. 

2. The truth and the amazing thing about generosity is . . . 

a) When we give to God and to others, 

b) The blessings just seem to come back to us. 

3. Of course, there is no guarantee with generosity. 

a) For example, if you are generous and you tithe, 

b) It doesn’t mean bad things will never happen to you. 
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4. Nevertheless, when we give generously, 

a) The unmistakable blessings of God flow into our lives. 

b) In other words, we are blessed to be a blessing. 

(Have a time of silent meditation and prayer, inviting everyone to 

complete the Personal Goals and Commitment card at this time.) 


